Hello! I'm Holly and I'm the Branch Specialist for the Burns Branch Library in Burns, Wyoming. Looking forward to this webinar!

Welcome, Holly! Thank you for joining us!

I am Mary Jo Riner from Saint Francis University in PA. I am reading The Escape Room by Megan Goldin. It is one of the best books that I have read all year.

Ooo! Escape Room is a great thriller.

TELL US YOUR FAVORITE SCARY READS, EVERYONE!

Mary, I have that book on my to-read list! Currently I am reading The Wonder of Lost Causes and The Sun Dog by Stephen King- my favorite author.

Hello from Northville MI. I'm Francine Joy Allen, and currently I am reading "97 Orchard: an edible history of five immigrant families in one New York Tenement". Not a really scary book, I know. I'm taking this webinar to catch up on new scary books. (I do enjoy Stephen King books sometimes, but I read a variety of genres, and like historical nonfiction like the book I mentioned).

I'll share a horror novel that I like but didn't make the slides: SLADE HOUSE by David Mitchell.

My name is Ryan LaFerney. I'm from Missouri but live and work in the Indianapolis area now. I am a reference librarian at The Avon Washington Township Public Library. I am reading Brandon Sanderson's The Way of Kings currently but recently finished Stephen King's Pet Sematary which truly had some terrifying moments. I plan to read Dracula next.

My favorite scary novel besides everything by Stephen King is The Haunting of Hill House by Shirley Jackson.

Also I love dark fantasy books that mix with the horror genre, like Seanan McGuire's Wayward Children series.

My wife is constantly telling me that I need to read Shirley Jackson.

Ryan, yes, give Jackson a try!

Salutations! I'm Erin from Wake County Public Libraries in NC. I just finished the latest Stephen King, The Institute and am a big fan of Simone St. James' ghost stories.
That's so funny! I work in Dallas and we're having a "Haunting" program event with the person who actually OWNS Hill House. It was made even more popular by Shirley Jackson's book.

We're getting ready to do a sound check!

Cara, that is fantastic!

Thank you! I was wondering how to get an audio check. :)

Hi from Parker Memorial Library in Dracut, Massachusetts. Binge reading Aussie Mystery/Thriller/Suspense right now.

Hello from Terri at Wauconda Area Library. Just picked up Night Shift by Stephen King and am HOOKED.

If you any technical issues, please message me, Jessica Lin.

Pet Sematary is the scariest book ever written.

Or all participants.

Add Gerald's Game to that list, Gayle!

Laura from the bay area California, just finished Doctor Sleep and just started Station Eleven.

Aside from some Stephen King, I'm not at all acquainted with Horror, so I'm looking forward to this webinar! Hope to learn about some cool titles.

Welome aboard, Cara! We'll ABSOLUTELY give you some horror titles worth checking out.

Hi Everyone! Dawn from North TX (Denton). One of my favorite horror authors is Ray Bradbury. His short stories are just plain terrifying sometimes!

I'm not a fan of Jackson, but I sure love Stephen King!

Hi! I'm Tracey and I work at the Kentucky Talking Book Library as a reader's advisory librarian. I'm currently reliving some of my love of vampires. I remember falling in love with Dracula when I was eleven.

Hello all! I'm Nicole from the Tarrant Library in Alabama (speaking of haunted houses, just finished The Tale of Halcyon Crane, and there were some delightfully spine-chilling passages :) ).

Oh yeah, I read that one too!
1:54 PM  Currently reading Paul Tremblay's Disappearance at Devil's Rock (his recent short story collection Growing Things was great). Just finished The House of Small Shadows by Adam Nevill and if you didn't mind creepy dolls before, you will after that.

1:54 PM  Tom Deady is really good, I met him in May at StokerCon in May. Great characters, keeps you on the edge of your seat.

1:54 PM  I'm having trouble with audio, am I supposed to hear anything?

1:55 PM  Audio check now!

1:55 PM  I love Ray Bradbury too, but don't find his stuff as scary as Stephen King, and of course I have to include an oldie but a goodie, Poe wrote some crazy scary stuff.

1:55 PM  YAY!!!

1:55 PM  Nevermind, I hear

1:55 PM  I can hear you!

1:55 PM  I mean I read Garals' Game too.

1:56 PM  BTW I'm at the Dallas Public Library. Hi!

1:56 PM  Hi Everybody. I'm Robin, now working at Pierce County Library System in WA. Just starting my 2nd week here.

1:56 PM  Enedina from San Antonio here! Currently reading House of Spirits for Hispanic Heritage Month read-a-thon

1:56 PM  HIYA ROBIN!

1:56 PM  Hi everyone. I'm Katrina from Baker County Public Library. I'm not acquainted with horror at all except for King, so I'm hoping this will up my game.

1:56 PM  All Good here.

1:56 PM  And I don't do Horror, which is why I'm in this webinar! Dark fantasy is about as dark as I get anymore.

1:56 PM  This is Aramis from the Acreage Branch Library in Loxahatchee, FL part of the Palm Beach County Library System. The last really good scary book I read was Wylding Hall, by Elizabeth Hand.
Hi all! I'm Juliann and I work at Trimble County Public Library in Kentucky. I like to think of myself as a Horror Junkie. haha

I meant to say Gerald's Game

Ray Bradbury's Something Wicked This Way Comes is a great read!

Hi everyone - Kerri from Valleyview, Alberta. Just finished reading The Chalk Man by CJ Tudor

Hi All, I'm Amy from Stow-Munroe Falls Public Library in Stow, OH. I just started Light Over London by Julia Kelly. It's Historical Fiction set during WWII.

Hi everyone, I'm Vince from Charles County, Maryland. I haven't read a horror book for some time, would like to be more knowledgable on the subject.

Just starting the new Joe Hill collection, Full Throttle.

Is there music playing. I have no sound right now

Good afternoon everyone! Amber from Columbia, SC. I'm excited for this webinar!

I'm from Tampa-Hillsborough Public Library. Right now I am listening to Stiletto by Daniel O'Malley, but the "scariest" book I read was Anna Dressed in Blood by Kendare Blake.

Hello from Indiana (another Avon-Washington Township Public Library employee here) ... Currently reading The Institute by King and hoping to start Full Throttle by Hill soon.

We will turn on audio in just two minutes.

Has anyone read Ezekiel Boone's The Hatching trilogy?

Hello from Connecticut! Recently read and really loved TUESDAY MOONEY TALKS TO GHOSTS. I tend to read seasonally so now is the time for horror!

I'm nearing the end of The Fireman by Joe Hill.

Hi there! I'm Holley from Birmingham, Alabama and Paul Tremblay (esp A Head Full of Ghosts) is a favorite

Hi from SJCPL--happy to learn about horror but scared to death of it! Please inspire me to try horror again!
1:58 PM  Tade Thompson's novellas are fantastically disturbing.

1:58 PM  I'm from the Screven County Library in Sylvania, GA, and I just finished Maleficent: Mistress of Evil: Hear of the Moors by Holly Black.

1:58 PM  Tade Thompson is AMAZING.

1:58 PM  I'm Adam from Lane Libraries in Fairfield, OH. About to begin Full Trottle from Joe Hill. Recently finished Rolling in the Deep by Mira Grant.

1:59 PM  I'm Meg from the Central Rappahannock Regional Library in Virginia. I read horror year-around, 24/7. Currently reading Stephen King's new book The Insitute.

1:59 PM  Greetings, all! I'm Nicole, from Kendrick Memorial Library, in Brownfield, TX. I love classic horror...have always loved anything by Stephen King, as well...but also enjoy reading non-fiction scares, including anything by Ed & Lorraine Warren.

1:59 PM  Gregg: agreed.

1:59 PM  My favorite King book was Needful Things...of course I haven't read very many of his

1:59 PM  Hello, I'm Serina from the Natrona County Library in Casper Wyoming

1:59 PM  Hi from Fort McMurray, Alberta! I recently read The Troop by Nick Cutter, and it is wonderfully disturbing and full of body horror!

1:59 PM  I'm Jen Scott from the Salt Lake City Public Library in Utah. Just about to start reading Dracula for the first time!

1:59 PM  I have read all of Stephen King's books and some of Joe Hill's. Reading The Institute now!

1:59 PM  Hi There everybody, this is Lisa in Newcastle, Wyoming. Currently I'm reading "The Ghost Orchid" by Carol Goodman. I stumbled upon her quite by accident. her other book The Drowning Tree was great. They are a bit of mystery, ghost story and mystery with some historical fiction. Love them both so far!

1:59 PM  Nick Cutter's first two books are very disturbing, but great.

1:59 PM  I'm Casey from Philippi Public Library. I love Horror, but most modern horror is not something I get into.

1:59 PM  Hi Jen Scott in Salt Lake. This is Jen Scott in Durham.
Hey all, Heather from Port Moody British Columbia. Horror is my favourite! Looking forward to this

Hello, I'm Margaret from Oshawa Public Library! :)

Hi all - Laverne Mann from Cherry Hill, NJ

Hello! Yuri Zietz, cataloger for Baltimore County Public Libraries. Thank you for this, excited to learn more about the horror genre.

Hi all! Hi Gregg!

Hi All! Alia from Denver here. Major horror nerd and love using tools to recommend new horror books to folks. Excited to be starting a new Horror Book Club at the library.

Hello from Idaho, I am not currently reading anything but my last 'horror' novel was Ararat by Christopher Golden.

Hey! I'm Kayla from Brandon Public Library/Central MS Regional Library System. The horror genre is my all-time fave.

So nice to meet another Jen Scott! :)

I'm Liz, Adult Circ Head in Lowell, MA. (Pollard Mem. Library)

Greetings from Centerville, Ohio. :)

Library Clerk, Cataloger and Teen Services leader.

Jordan from Oak Harbor, WA! Currently reading Ghostland by Colin Dickey :)

Hi! I'm Andrea from Pittsburgh PA. I'm an Adult Services librarian at Northland Public Library.

I'm Luigia Solda, Library Media Specialist at Smithfield High School in Smithfield, RI. I am currently reading The Dark Lake by Sarah Bailey.

LOVE that name!

I'm Beth from Union County Public Library in Liberty, IN.

Hey, gang!

Oh I forgot to mention I love Grady Hendrix!
Hi from New York. I don't read horror but I get many requests from our library patrons so this will be helpful. Last horror book I read was The Shining, when it was published, and I opted out after that!

Horror and Psych Thriller reader; and True Crime reader. Just hosted author Nicki Egan last night to talk Bill Cosby - her book Chasing Cosby: The Downfall of America's Dad

Haha, I feel that.

Hello! Former Horror reader now scaredy cat and mainly romance reacer and reviewer here! I’m a huge King fan but looking to expand my knowledge!

Grady Hendrix! Yessss. "My Best Friend's Exorcism" is one of my favorite books of the last decade.

Hello to everyone from Northwest PA!

Hello from Bruce C, Clarke Library at Fort Leonard Wood! Huge Stephen King fan (have two King themed tattoos), but have also learned I love suspense as well. Just started reading Daniel Kraus' Scowler.

Hi, I'm Jamie Gilmore. I'm an Outreach Librarian from Washington. My only foray into horror was Horns by Joe Hill

OMG. Grady Hendrix is awesome!

I highly recommend Bentley Little as well!

Hello all!

Hello everyone

Hello from Arab, Alabama

actually, following the news in the "real world" is horrifying enough. when I have personal reading time, I like to read about "why" and about to people figuring out ways to solve bad things (like poverty, war, climate change, etc).

Is there any sound yet?

Yes

Yeah, the sound is up.
2:04 PM Grady Hendrix is everything. Can't wait for his newest The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires coming Spring. We Sold Our Souls was perfect! Plus, amazing speaker & his social media amazing.

2:04 PM Yes, you should be hearing the audio now.

2:04 PM Night Shift. Tied for first in my book, tied with Best of Richard Mateson!!

2:04 PM I'm living for all the book recs y'all are slinging in here.

2:04 PM Got it working, yay!

2:04 PM Great!

2:04 PM hello all. Just finished Cujo and am working on Head Full of Ghosts.

2:04 PM ooh that's a good one!

2:04 PM My first Stephen King experience was Pet Semetary

2:05 PM Just recently read Break the Bodies, Haunt the Bones, and it was great!

2:05 PM Ame Hull from Henrico County Public Library in central VA. Hello! Just finished reading all of the Walking Dead comics and Night Shift was definitely an intro to horror for me!

2:05 PM Stephen King's short The Raft haunts me a decade later.

2:05 PM CLIVE

2:05 PM Love that quote from Clive!

2:05 PM What a hellraiser ;)

2:05 PM Hi all! Angharad from the Pima County Public Library system here. I'm not a big horror reader but my teen patrons ask me about it all the time -- hoping to gain some knowledge!

2:05 PM Love that CBarker quote!

2:06 PM Christine was my first Stephen King book. When I was 12 LOL

2:06 PM How is The Institute Teresa?

2:06 PM Unable to access audio. Will try again with archived copy when available. Thanks.
I just finished The Institute.

I feel like Romance readers and Horror readers have a lot in common!

Floating Staircase by Ronald Malfi was the first book that made me stop reading until it was daylight again. I highly recommend.

Gerald's Game was my first King. Because my mother told me not to read it.

Christine was my first Stephen King too. I think I was 14.

probably why those are three of my favorite genres

Agreed, Elizabeth.

For audio issues,

Reading The Institute now!

Hi, Jennifer from Fauquier County Public Library (VA). I don't read much horror, but I want to learn more. Last horror I read Dracul by Dacre Stoker.

I'm a huge fan of H.P. Lovecraft.

Join the conversation on Twitter using #NoveListConversations!

We just had a book club here finish The gunslinger by Stephen King. It was not as good as the mist though.

I "paused" the audio broadcast and then played again, and then it worked.

MY QUEEN

I feel like we all just became best friends. This is wonderful.

As a non-fiction has anyone started Monster, She Wrote?

I love the book, Frankenstein!

Dracula and Frankenstein are amazing. Jekyll and Hyde, The portrait of Dorian Gray.

I'm a huge classic horror fan

oh agreed Casey
2:07 PM  Poe, as well

2:07 PM  SHELLEY

2:07 PM  There's Poe!

2:07 PM  I haven't read these classics to my shame. I plan to do so throughout October.

2:07 PM  I have an ARC of Monster She Wrote, but haven't started it yet.

2:08 PM  Edgar Allen Poe's work is amazing

2:08 PM  “Monster She Wrote” is a great collection and overview concentrating on women authors. I'd use this as a reference for sure

2:08 PM  Love the Shadow

2:08 PM  LOVE these magazines!

2:08 PM  It's really interesting so far Monica. Breaks down the history of women horror writers really well.

2:09 PM  Love Ray Bradbury. Read The Illustration Man a few months ago.

2:09 PM  Plus the cover is awesome.

2:09 PM  Shirley Jackson is so amazing.

2:09 PM  Love Shirley Jackson.

2:09 PM  I love I Am Legend

2:09 PM  I am Legend is such a good book!

2:09 PM  Her books about her kids are really funny too

2:09 PM  Carrie is a great read.

2:09 PM  i enjoyed The Haunting of Hill House a lot

2:09 PM  Jackson is amaze

2:09 PM  I can't get into Kng's books.

2:09 PM  Have questions for the panelists? Post them in chat to "all participants"!
2:09 PM  Just finished 11.2263!

2:09 PM  Victor Lavalle's "Ballad of Black Tom" does a fun job subverting Lovecraft's racism in a retelling of the "Horror at Red Hook."

2:09 PM  Didn't know Carrie was King's first. Pretty good start!

2:09 PM  Reading The Institute right now!

2:09 PM  king's novels can be a trudge to read for me, but i like his short stories

2:09 PM  Weirdly, my favorite King book isn't even horror. It's The Eyes of the Dragon, kind of a semi-dark fantasy fairy tale.

2:10 PM  It's not super long and it's a really fun read.

2:10 PM  I loved Eyes of the Dragon

2:10 PM  I really liked that one, but Gerald's Game is my favorite of his true horror books

2:10 PM  My favorite is the short story The Body in Different Seasons

2:10 PM  His best book in my opinion is "It" however he still lacks a good ending!

2:10 PM  Exactly. Way more than horror. PAtrons can get surprised. by that

2:10 PM  The Shining ...definitely my favorite King.

2:10 PM  The Stand.

2:10 PM  Find a complete list of NoveList appeals at: http://bit.ly/2kyK4ZS

2:11 PM  I *might* like Joe Hill even more.

2:11 PM  Don't tell The King!

2:11 PM  bahaha

2:11 PM  Can't wait for Doctor Sleep...hopefully it will be a decent movie

2:11 PM  It will always be my favorite King but Rose Madder and The Talisman are really good ones that aren't exactly horror also.

2:11 PM  Joe Hill is amazing.

Needful Things really hit me just right... still think about it decade later.

Rose Madder, yes! Love that book.

Didn't Hill collaborate with his dad on his most recent book?

There is an antique mall in N. Carolina called Needful Things. I went, it was fun.

That was Owen Kin,

he recently cowrote Sleeping Beauties with his other son

Sleeping Beauties

Ah got ya.

Shew I love Under the Dome. I've reread it through audio multiple times!

That was Full Throttle Juliann

The Deep by Nick Cutter is an amazing "trapped" book.

Nick Cutter is such a good author!

The Thing is one of my favorite movies.

yup!

The Under the Dome TV series was alright, i watched it and enjoyed

And no, Gregg, but it's on my list.

Terror was great for sure

yes, the terror season 2 is out now but a totally different story from what i understand.

The Terror was great!

Pinborough has leaned hard into Psych Thriller these days- Behind her eyes, Cross her heart, latest Dead to her

Why Final Girls?

The Terror is terrific, really good.
2:14 PM  The terror was great. The second season is based in WW II I beleive.

2:14 PM  IT Chapter 2 is so good. Bless.

2:14 PM  The Terror is an anthology. The second season is based on Japanese horror.

2:14 PM  Joanne Fluke wrote a horror novel?!?  I didn't know that

2:14 PM  Oh Black Wings is on my list.

2:14 PM  I *really* enjoyed The Silent Companions.

2:14 PM  Is there a slidedeck we can download?

2:14 PM  The Silent Companions is sooooo good!!

2:14 PM  Creepy dolls!

2:14 PM  santa cruz :)

2:14 PM  You can download the slides for today's webinar at: http://bit.ly/2matwI7

2:15 PM  I highly recommend Junji Ito's horror manga. Spiral (Uzumaki) and Tomie are great starting points. Even for someone who doesn't usually gravitate toward manga, these are totally worth a read!

2:15 PM  I love Junji Ito!

2:15 PM  Spiral was amazing

2:15 PM  Uzumaki is so messed up and engrossing

2:15 PM  Junji Ito!!

2:15 PM  Yessssss my peopllleeee :D

2:15 PM  Enter the Dagon

2:15 PM  uzumaki is great, as is the enigma of amigara fault (a short story in the back of his manga...gyo, i want to say?)

2:15 PM  Primordial indifferent monsters are my jam.

2:15 PM  Gyo was good too!

2:16 PM  I am finding so many books to add to my 'To Read' list right now.
His comics about his cats Yon and Mu are hilarious as he manages to weave his horror elements into humorous everyday life stuff in a sort of biography.

me too!

Me too!

Cloverfield was a found footage film

A bunch of Junji Ito's short stories are being published in English now, it's great!

We Eat Our Own and The Supernatural Enhancements were GREAT books. House of Leaves is another one that can be filed in this category of found footage.

Got The Remaking at ALA-- from oral campfire to 70s horror film to podcast- v cool

Read an ARC of The Remaking. NIFTY!!

i was just about to say House of Leaves!

a lot of horrot i'm not scared by anymore and i've crossed into the 'let me be friends with the monster'

Dracual is kind of O.G. found footage

There's a decent 'found footage' YA author called The Dead House by Dawn Kurtagich y'all might wanna look into for your teens.

Supernatural Enhancements is so good

As Above, So Below is one of my favorite found footage films. I should probably reread House of Leaves.

YA book, not author*

Found footage: Troll Hunter

I am so glad that you are expanding on this and not just speaking about Stephen King. I am finding this very helpful!!

House of Leaves....yessssssssss. 
2:17 PM Yes! House of Leaves! Didn't care much for the narrative of the LA kid, but the main story with the house was great.

2:17 PM Folk horror! That's what I'm about.

2:17 PM Heart Shaped Box was phenomenal.

2:17 PM Loved Heart Shaped Box!

2:17 PM Yessss folk horror. Gimme that creepy atmospheric spookiness.

2:17 PM yessss

2:17 PM Steampunk!

2:17 PM Vampire Hunter is a nice book too!

2:17 PM Body horror <3

2:17 PM Folk Horror-all in on that.

2:18 PM House of Leaves has the best dedication ever seen:

2:18 PM This is not for you.

2:18 PM Meddling Kids was awesome!

2:18 PM loved meddling kids. Its a adult version of scooby doo

2:18 PM I'm so glad I came to this webinar.

2:18 PM Troll Hunter is AMAZING.

2:18 PM I need to read Meddling Kids

2:18 PM The Grip of It didn't terrorize me but it was atmospheric for sure

2:18 PM Yay for The Curse of Jacob T...glad to see that here. : )

2:18 PM Unbury Carol is a GREAT weird western!

2:19 PM Yes Meg! Unbury Carol was SO good.
I was really surprised by how effective Troll Hunter was.

Used to read a lot of horror, Stephen King, but I've always been a fan of a good ghost story. Jennifer McMahon is one of my new favorites.

Would you still catalog Weird Westerns in Westerns? haha

Horror is one of the best vehicles for social commentary.

Infidel is awesome

Jennifer's Body is a great example that was, to me at least, ahead of its time in terms of commentary on assault and revenge.

Charles DeLint's stories that dance on a line between urban fantasy/horror and deal heavily with social issues are a favorite of mine.

Was Infidel given a Netflix treatment?

I love Jennifer McMahon's books

Jennifer's Body was great

I've been meaning to read Infidel

not that im aware of @carol ann

Stonewords was my first ghost story as a child. I LOVED IT IT SCARED THE PANTS OFF ME

Monstress!!

Victor LaValle!!!!!!!!

ahhh, all these Lovecraftian horror books are great!

Graphic Novel- social conscious- Victor Lavalle's Destroyer

Ballad of Black Tom is one of my favorite novels I've read of late.

What would you recommend to someone who wants something a little scary but not too intense?
2:21 PM  Destroyer is so great

2:21 PM  Monstress is fantastic

2:21 PM  Emily Carroll - Through the Woods horror graphic novel <3

2:21 PM  Monstress is really interesting

2:21 PM  Lovecraftian is so amazing. I need to read all these.

2:21 PM  Jordan Peele is producing an adaptation of Lovecraft Country.

2:21 PM  OOOOO

2:21 PM  Can't waittttt

2:21 PM  exciting

2:21 PM  oh i'm so excited for that! i loved Get Out

2:21 PM  Ballad of Black Tom is awesome!

2:22 PM  I'm going to watch US tonight. Finally got my hold filled at work :)

2:22 PM  HEX!

2:22 PM  Hex is my favorite

2:22 PM  Black Phillip!

2:22 PM  YES!!!!

2:22 PM  Witch

2:22 PM  I loved Midsommer!!!!

2:22 PM  Folk horror!!!

2:22 PM  Wouldst thou like to live deliciously?

2:22 PM  lol

2:22 PM  yes!!

2:22 PM  midsommar was incredible!

2:22 PM  North 40 is a great Lovecraftian 1-off graphic novel with art by Fiona Staples
2:22 PM Hex was Amazing!
2:22 PM the Witch is one of best films ever made.
2:22 PM The Ritual show was soooo goood
2:22 PM You bet I want some dress and butter
2:22 PM Silver John!
2:22 PM Saw a blurb recently on Hex and it sounds really good!
2:22 PM OMG I know a series that needs more love! Bizenghast by A.M. Legrow. It's a comic series by an american artist, very inspired by manga and gothic, edwardian elements, gorgeously illustrated and with some legit frightening moments. It was recently re-released in omnibus editions
2:22 PM I still can't figure out if I hated Midsommer or if it was brilliant, haha.
2:23 PM There's some good folk horror resources online and even some genre books; "We Don't Go Back" comes to mind first
2:23 PM tangentially related: i just watched hereditary, also by ari aster of Midsommar, and that was the scariest horror movie i've ever seen
2:23 PM the VVITCH (witch) on netflix
2:23 PM gave me anxiety
2:23 PM in a good way
2:23 PM Hereditary changed me, holy cow... I was unprepared, it was a recc from a coworker
2:23 PM Check out the Lore podcast by Aaron Mahnke if you want more folklore.
2:23 PM I do not read horror, but my patrons do, so thanks for all the title suggestions. They are most appreciated.
2:23 PM Hark: the Herald Angels Scream was an excellent anthology
2:23 PM i love lore. they also made it into a show on Prime
2:23 PM Ari Aster is one of my faves! He gets such great performances from his actors!
2:23 PM  Lore is solid, and Astonishing Legends is great for nonfiction deep-dives into the spooky and unexplained.

2:23 PM  Lore is marvelous, as is the Ghost Story Guys podcast.

2:23 PM  I love the Lore TV show on Amazon Prime.

2:23 PM  Lore was adapted to Netflix.

2:23 PM  Lore is great!

2:24 PM  There are books in print based on that podcast too. Pretty cool.

2:24 PM  The Graveyard Apartment was amazing.

2:24 PM  The graveyard apartment was so unsettling.

2:24 PM  You should have left was really good too!

2:24 PM  Yes!

2:24 PM  It's on my list and it just got moved up thank youuuu.

2:24 PM  Can't write this stuff down fast enough.

2:24 PM  Paperbacks from Hell is SO GOOD.

2:24 PM  I'm an avid horror reader and so many of these books are definitely getting bumped up on my to-read.

2:25 PM  Marianne was sooo Good!

2:25 PM  Danse Macabre was really good. Lost of suggestions for classic horror stuff.

2:25 PM  I feel like danse macabre was one of the first King books I actually read and probably too young of an age for it lol.

2:25 PM  Ned to see Marianne.

2:25 PM  Marianne is wonderful. On episode 3.

2:25 PM  Gregg, if y'all ever decide to release anything regarding horror podcasts, let us know. I listen to many and I always want more.

2:25 PM  Interesting non-fiction... We ordered Monster, She Wrote.

2:25 PM  Sooo much horror, sooo little time! LOL!
2:25 PM  Please consider making a "libguide" or something of podcasts bc it is hard to keep up

2:25 PM  Ditto on the horror podcasts!

2:25 PM  Has anyone read Bird Box? Disturbing and fantastic!

2:25 PM  Great name!

2:25 PM  We will make the chat transcript available!

2:25 PM  I loved Bird Box

2:25 PM  Love these ideas for book referrel

2:25 PM  Bird Box is great! so is Unbury Carol by the same author

2:25 PM  I want a list of everyones recommendations here! omg...sooo much

2:26 PM  A question I ask is do they like their monsters monstrous?

2:26 PM  I'm on the atmospheric dread side...lol

2:26 PM  I enjoyed Black Mad Wheel also

2:26 PM  Loved THE SATURDAY NIGHT GHOST CLUB!

2:26 PM  has anyone read N0S4A2 or Horrorstor? those are probably my top two horror books

2:26 PM  atmospheric dread for me!

2:26 PM  nos4a2 is my favorite!

2:26 PM  NOS4A2 was great

2:26 PM  Read both Kirsten. LOVED!

2:26 PM  Little Stranger book was great, but I oddly found the movie very boring.

2:26 PM  I did NOS4A2

2:26 PM  Horrorstor is on my desk right now!

2:26 PM  yes! so good!
2:26 PM  Hoping our recording studio at the library will eventually give birth to a horror podcast. Maybe I'll do it!

2:26 PM  Intense terror and gore are where its at for me

2:26 PM  NOS4A2 was great!

2:26 PM  Gonna read Hark the Heral Angels scream and Frankenstien in Bagdad

2:26 PM  Horrorstor was fun. It's kind of silly, but the concept is great

2:26 PM  WELCOME TO NIGHT VALE!!

2:26 PM  ah there's night vale haha

2:26 PM  ah, welcome to night vale!

2:26 PM  Repairman Jack - Lovecraft meets Jack Reacher

2:26 PM  Oh the Books of Blood...are fabulous.

2:27 PM  What would you recommend for someone who dislikes graphic violent/grotesque stories, but does enjoy scary stuff along the lines of Hitchcock films?

2:27 PM  the NOS4A2 audiobook was absolutely fantastic, Kate Mulgrew has a haunting voice

2:27 PM  Horrorstor was amazing. Loved the concept of a catalog and really wanted more at then end. Would love to see a sequel!

2:27 PM  Might also ask what they are interested in reading at the moment - some of us read across the subgenres

2:27 PM  We have Always Lived in the Castle might be even higher on my faves list than Haunting of Hill House

2:27 PM  Kill Creek now on my list!

2:27 PM  Those who liked Night Vale would love Gil's All-Fright Diner

2:27 PM  The sound stopped for me

2:27 PM  Alice Isn't Dead was really scary too

2:27 PM  I hope this chat is printable.
2:27 PM Anyone watched Stan against Evil?

2:28 PM I was thinking of Ghoul on Netflix...A+ scares.

2:28 PM Me too, E Smith.

2:28 PM We will make the chat transcript available. It will be a pdf.

2:28 PM welcome to night vale also has some print books! alice isn't dead and welcome to night vale the book

2:28 PM Another fun horror podcast is The Magnus Archives.

2:28 PM night vale of course also has two?? books. they read pretty similar to the tone and cadance of the podcast

2:28 PM LOVED Sharp Teeth!

2:28 PM Girl with all the gifts was a fun one.

2:28 PM Girl with a;; the gifts was great . Diffrent kind of zombie movie

2:28 PM Favorite monsters: mind vampires in Carrion Comfort

2:28 PM My Mom just finished The Invited and she's 70! Horror knows no age.

2:28 PM Oh, the podcast Ghosts in the Burbs is one y'all might like, and she's coming out with books, too.

2:28 PM Anyone else feel like Let the Right One In was about 300 pages longer than need be?

2:28 PM Lindqvist's "Little Star" is messed up, too

2:28 PM The Girl with All the Gifts is excellent.

2:28 PM Working through Nick cutters stuff right now and it sets my teeth on edge. I love them.

2:28 PM I loved the Girls with all the Gifts

2:28 PM The Girl with All the Gifts is great book and movie

2:29 PM THE GIRL WITH ALL THE GIFTS is one of my favorites

2:29 PM Stan Against Evil is technically comedy but it's great. On Hulu
2:29 PM  Second Girl with All the Gifts

2:29 PM  Hose of Leaves!

2:29 PM  Loved The Invited,

2:29 PM  The Winter People was great, too.

2:29 PM  <3

2:29 PM  Grady Hendrix!!!!!

2:30 PM  My coworker recommended Winter People. Haven't read yet.

2:30 PM  Yay!!!

2:30 PM  AHHH, i love this book!!!

2:30 PM  i'm in love with that cover

2:30 PM  @Meredith- The Winter People was great!

2:30 PM  So good.

2:30 PM  That cover is incredible

2:30 PM  Never heard of...but need to read now. that book cover is badass

2:30 PM  South Carolina! Yes! (Where I live)

2:30 PM  Oh, right. He wrote HorrorStor, I really enjoyed that as well.

2:30 PM  ooo, this is a good one too.

2:31 PM  white is for witching is also fantastic! a great readalike for shirley jackson fans

2:31 PM  yay South Carolina ! My Home State!

2:31 PM  Tha cover of My Best Friends Exorcism reminds me of the old series from the 80's, Twilight (not the Meyer ones) and Dark Forces.

2:31 PM  I haven't read this one but it already gives me We Have Always Lived in the Castle vibes

2:31 PM  I love listening to horror audiobooks. I hope I can find these!
2:32 PM Got questions? Our panelists have answers! Be sure to send your questions to all participants.

2:32 PM Undead Girl Gang sort of reminded me of My Best Friend's Exorcism

2:32 PM I LOVE Undead Girl Gang!

2:32 PM Loved JDATE!

2:32 PM Oh man, John Dies at the End is wild.

2:32 PM Just put a hold on "Whtie is for witching"!

2:32 PM John Dies...WHAT a book! Loved it. Crazy times right there.

2:32 PM I love Undead Girl Gang too!

2:32 PM BRUCE!!

2:32 PM John Dies is great!!!

2:33 PM Oh, I love Cronin's series, too...

2:33 PM Camel Holocaust

2:33 PM The Passage was a juggernaut in 2010, I loved but have not ever gotten back to books 2 and 3

2:33 PM I LOVE THE PASSAGE TRILOGY! GO READ IT NOW!

2:33 PM I was FURIOUS at the end of The Passage. I had no idea it was to be a trilogy.

2:33 PM Forest of Hands and Teeth is a good YA zombie apocalypse title.

2:33 PM I teared up when I finished book 3. Its an incredible epic story

2:34 PM Such a great collection

2:34 PM Oh THIS looks good

2:34 PM Wasn't there A Passage show with the guy from Saved by the Bell?

2:34 PM I LOVED her body and other parties

2:34 PM if you read john dies you have to read the other ones., this book is full of spiders and what the hell did i just read are all tied in together
2:34 PM  Castle Rock, I LOVED IT

2:34 PM  i loved her body and other parties! great queer and feminist horror

2:34 PM  All stephen king groupies should watch

2:34 PM  Castle Rock was soooo good

2:34 PM  Loved the Husbands stitch

2:35 PM  In the Dream House ARC by Carmen Merchado going around now too

2:35 PM  http://raforall.blogspot.com/

2:35 PM  Wow!

2:35 PM  CMM-she is perfection. This book-wow. Check out Clare Beams, We Show What We Have Learned and Other Stories. A+

2:35 PM  thank you for the links!

2:35 PM  Speaking of spiders... Currently obsessed with Ezekie Boone's Hatching trilogy...

2:35 PM  Thanks for the links!

2:35 PM  I feel like that gif of Gerry Girgich murmuring "Oh boy am I blessed" right now.

2:36 PM  Loved the NPR list.

2:36 PM  Little stranger was boring imo

2:36 PM  YES KAYLA

2:36 PM  LOL Kayla

2:36 PM  RA For ALL: Horror is awesome!

2:36 PM  <3 Valancourt

2:37 PM  I love Horror Comics- we should have lots of horror graphic novels in our collections, for every age level!

2:37 PM  Will love Shirley Jackson forever!
2:37 PM Cthulhu bless them for reprinting old classics. I found my favorite horror author because of them (Michael McDowell)

2:37 PM Definitely pay attention to Stoker awards

2:37 PM I feel like this webinar is my safe space right now as I sit at the reference desk wearing my Pennywise lanyard! LOL

2:37 PM Edgar awards are mystery but also good to look out for

2:37 PM Hahahaha, yes Maria. I have found my people.

2:37 PM Unbury Carol was great!

2:37 PM The Hunger was great

2:37 PM Just finished the Hunger.

2:38 PM Ohhh just listened the Hunger audio recently.

2:38 PM What a group--great shortlist.

2:38 PM Edgars: absolutely!

2:38 PM Unbury Carol is so good!

2:38 PM has anyone read Dracul?

2:38 PM The Hunger was great. It read so much more like historical fiction than horror.

2:38 PM All of the 2018 Stoker Shortlist checked out well in our small library.

2:38 PM everyone should read Dracula The Undead by Dacre Stoker. You'll be angry by the end, but it's a good bok.

2:38 PM The Cabin at the End of the World can lead to good debates about what happened at the end

2:38 PM Dacre Stoker is coming to my library!

2:38 PM I think half of our staff was reading the Hunger at the same time.

2:38 PM Unbury Carol--still think about that one.

2:38 PM Mine too! (Hi Benjamin!)
2:38 PM  Loved UNBURY CAROL!

2:38 PM  Hayley!

2:38 PM  Oh yeah, y'all may wanna check out another YA author Amy Lukaviks. She writes fantastic atmospheric horror, though I have to say, her endings aren't my favorite.

2:38 PM  Dracul is on my to read list

2:38 PM  i wish my staff would read the same thing at the same time, it's like a mini book club!

2:38 PM  Lukavics* maybe?

2:39 PM  I won the Tremblay book on goodreads. my first giveaway!

2:39 PM  I don't know why, but I didn't enjoy The Cabin at the End of the World so well. :/

2:39 PM  Me, either

2:39 PM  Head Full of Ghosts (Tremblay) was also wonderful.

2:39 PM  Holly, it was a total accident! We all stumbled across it.

2:39 PM  Tremblay - Disappearance at Devil's Rock!

2:39 PM  Has anyone tried an audiobook club? Horror might be a great genre to start with!

2:40 PM  I hope the chat will be archived

2:40 PM  Novelist is a great resource!

2:40 PM  Loved "Head Full of Ghosts"

2:40 PM  YAYYYYYY

2:40 PM  SWEET!

2:40 PM  I loved Disappearance at Devil's Rock

2:40 PM  Frank Tallis' The Voices is great

2:40 PM  Thanks for all these resources y'all! Will definitely have to rewatch.
2:40 PM  nice

2:40 PM  Birthing House by Christopher Ransom MIGHT be the most disturbing book I've read.

2:40 PM  Anna Dressed in Blood by Kendare Blake is one of my favorite YA horror books.

2:40 PM  We had a NoveList training the other day and it was SO informative.

2:40 PM  did anyone read Haunted by Chuck Pahlaniuk?

2:41 PM  Anna Dressed in Blood was great

2:41 PM  Haunted sticks with you!

2:41 PM  No, but now I want to.

2:41 PM  Anna Dressed in Blood!! Yes.

2:41 PM  Pahlaniuk is one of my fav authors

2:41 PM  oooh, I'll second Anna Dressed in Blood! I didn't enjoy the others in the series as much but that first one is top-notch!

2:41 PM  yes! Haunted is great

2:41 PM  I couldn't finish it. Made me feel physically ill

2:41 PM  @James - yes, I bought a copy & the face glows in the dark and scared the bejeezus out of me!

2:41 PM  Yes, read Haunted, was crazy! XD

2:41 PM  !* Palahniuk certainly has a way for social commentary

2:41 PM  Check out our tutorials on searching in NoveList by genre, appeal, themes and more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjhobLoaOYU&list=PLmB3tN1AGPiV3YdtdC5GcXufhC1tovoB

2:41 PM  Kurtagich's other book, And the Trees Crept In, is really good.

2:41 PM  Guts was in Haunted, right? i read that when i was 16, and i was not ready for it at all, it terrified and squicked me out!

2:42 PM  i have cosmology of monsters sitting on my desk X3
2:42 PM A Cosmology of Monsters is sitting on my desk too!

2:42 PM @Kirsten thats the bit with the kid in the pool?

2:42 PM Kendare Blake is great. Anna Dressed in Blood was pretty enjoyable (though I'm partial to Three Dark Crowns, which is not horror)

2:42 PM Stephen Graham Jones is great. I read Mongrels this summer and LOVED it

2:42 PM cosmology of monsters in on my shelf read to be read

2:42 PM yes!

2:42 PM @James That's the one!!

2:42 PM I used to read a lot of Palahniuk when I was younger -- I saw him read Guts live in Toronto on the Haunted tour. Nobody fainted though ;)

2:42 PM @kirsten yuup that was the last chapter I read. Couldn't handle it lol

2:43 PM The Hnger by Kaisu is awesome!

2:43 PM Hunger

2:43 PM You're really selling me on Katsu

2:43 PM Like I need more to read! darn you!

2:43 PM lol

2:44 PM Sounds interesting!

2:44 PM that was just my thought

2:44 PM Linking Titanic with Horror? I'm sold

2:44 PM All I can hear in my head is Titanic 2: Electric Boogaloo and I'm sorry for that.

2:44 PM My reading list will live longer than I will.

2:44 PM @kayla hahaha

2:44 PM The To-Read list will never be completed

2:44 PM Hahaha E Smith omg
I'll be checking out The Hunger as soon as I'm through here!

new Grady Hendrix!!!!!!!!!

Can we get a list of the books mentioned in this webinar?

when's it coming out?

@Kayla Martin-Gant lol that's great

Just that title alone sounds amazing

Can you say that title again?

If you like ghost stories more than gore stories, really check out Simone St. James. Love her so much!

Yes what was the title again

The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires

i need to go check my collection dev's ARC shelf right now omg

My reading list will liver longer than il will....Haha that is great!

And we will also make the chat transcript available.

Aww, Clive+Stephen+kitty. I love everything about this picture

Thank you for this!

What is chat's feeling on Riley Sager?

thank you!

This chat is amazing!

Cat's name?

Instead of top books, would you suggest top authors you love?

We love our horror, don't we?

I like Riley Sager. I've read two.
I am looking for books for a middle school library

We sold our souls was great too

Benjamin, I really like Riley Sager

I want to read Final Girls by Riley Sager!

I hate horror and will never read it. So thanks for this!

I have her latest ready to check out today, actually

Stephen with a cat? Where is his Corgi, Molly aka The Thing of Evil

I really liked Final Girls

Lock Every Door looks good, but I was very disappointed in Final Girls

Thank you so much - that was great

Would you ever consider putting out some podcast content. Not necessarily a webinar, but the way we sometimes get PDFs of suggested book titles

What are your suggestions for YA readers that think Twilight is too mild but don't want to lose sleep at night?

haha i love Molly the Thing of Evil

Thanks guys! I'm off to man the desk and recommend horror to all my spooky patrons!

oh, here's another random recommendation, the last horror book i read was We Are All Completely Fine -- a novella about "final girl" survivors of supernatural trauma getting together for a support group

A lot of horror writers write mystery too

@ Jennifer, me too! Jinx looks just like Molly!

Broken Girls mixed thrill and horror well imo

I read Lock Every Door, but it felt predictable and I didn't care much about characters so didn't mean much when things happened.

YA suggestion - Diane Hoh is good for thriller settings
2:46 PM  This webinar has been awesome! So much horror, so little time!!!!! LOL!!!

2:46 PM  for real, would y'all someday do a webinar/libguide/something on horror/thriller/unexplained mysteries podcasts? Especially since so many of them, both fiction and nonfiction, are coming out with book tie ins.

2:46 PM  Like Peter Straub. I LOVED Koko. Felt like it was a good blend of both

2:46 PM  Flame Tree Press is another publisher that focuses on horror

2:46 PM  Lots of scifi/horror too

2:46 PM  If you want a really messed up psychological thriller, read Gillian Flynn

2:47 PM  i have a podcast section on my library's horror libguide!

2:47 PM  Would Frank Peretti be considered horror, like his book Monster?

2:47 PM  YA Fiction author Dan Poblocki is good! Poblocki also has children's horror fiction

2:47 PM  Yes Gillian Flynn agreed

2:47 PM  Regarding YA horror - try The Last Apprentice series by Joseph Delaney.

2:47 PM  Joseph Bruchac has a few cute horror books for juvenile readers too!!

2:47 PM  Thanks for this. I read quite a bit of horror when I was in high school, but haven't really kept up with the genre. But oddly, I rather liked the Betsey the Vampire Queen series.

2:47 PM  what are some good scifi/horror recommendations?

2:47 PM  Love The Last Apprentice series. :)

2:47 PM  cute meaning not too graphic lol

2:47 PM  Jennifer Armentrout's White Hot Kiss might be a step up from Twilight. Not scary, but I think Twilight fan would enjoy it.

2:47 PM  I love Peretti's books so much.


2:47 PM  I think frank peretti is horror, monster gave me an excellent scare!

2:47 PM  You could go YA zombie with Rot & Ruin
2:47 PM I love novelist

2:47 PM I loved the Last Apprentice by Delaney.

2:47 PM What about manga and graphic novel horror recommendations, like a "if you love japanese horror..."

2:47 PM For classic Japanese Horror, there's always Edogawa Rampo. Some is mild by today's standards, but some of it is super disturbing.

2:48 PM Love NoveList! Thanks for all the resources!

2:48 PM I always recc Emily Carroll when it comes to horror graphic novels

2:48 PM I love the Last Apprentice series!

2:48 PM Ted Dekker is pretty good for a dark scare.

2:48 PM graphic novel: clean room

2:48 PM I call Frank Perrett redemptive horror, God saves them most of the time.

2:48 PM China Mieville

2:48 PM (or is it carroll??)

2:48 PM <3 China Mieville

2:48 PM he wrote at the turn of the century

2:48 PM horror podcast recs at http://guides.bpl.org/horror/audio -- excuse the fact that the whole guide is terribly out of date, i still need to update the awards page!

2:48 PM Japanese horror - The Ring series

2:48 PM The library at mount char is AMAZING crossover between SF and horror

2:48 PM Dan Simmons - Hyperion series

2:48 PM F Paul Wilson anyone?

2:48 PM Death Troopers is a really awesome Star Wars horror novel

2:48 PM Anyone read William Johnstone's horror?
2:48 PM  Loved Southern Reach!

2:48 PM  Seanan McGuire is a gift to this world.

2:48 PM  horror graphic novel: Through the Woods by Emily Carroll

2:48 PM  Yes! Love that series

2:48 PM  Wayward Children is a beautiful series

2:48 PM  SciFi horror- Charles Soule latest Anyone

2:48 PM  Had no clue Johnstone was going horror.

2:48 PM  Death Troopers was soo good.

2:49 PM  Into the Drowning Deep was great, Mira Grant

2:49 PM  yes, through the woods!

2:49 PM  Neil Gaiman, yes!

2:49 PM  Me neither about Johnstone

2:49 PM  I also enjoyed Barbara Michael's books, which combined romance with ghost stories.

2:49 PM  (Who is Seanan McGuire)

2:49 PM  Y'all might like Cassandra Khan too.

2:49 PM  never heard of William Johnstone's horror!?

2:49 PM  Ocean at the End of the Lane was fantastic

2:49 PM  Yes!

2:49 PM  Grace Year by Kim Liggett is YA and sort of dystopian and I loved it

2:49 PM  I love true crime.

2:49 PM  Johnstone wrote a horror novel?

2:49 PM  WOOO True Crime!

2:49 PM  I read just about all Johnstone has. It has a religious undertone
2:49 PM    The Grace Year is FABULOUS!!!!!!!

2:49 PM    Coraline too

2:49 PM    Gaiman's short story Babycakes kept me up for days.

2:49 PM    The last Astronaut sounds interesting and Death Troopers. Thanks!

2:50 PM    Oh, Gaiman is wonderful.

2:50 PM    True crime scares me :o

2:50 PM    several of Tess Gerritsen's early novels are good, gorey body horror. Gravity and Bloodstream come to mind!

2:50 PM    Anyone read Blake Crouch?

2:50 PM    Last Astronaut was great.

2:50 PM    I have a true crime book club, just turned one on saturday (stephen kings birthday) BOOKED FOR MURDER its called

2:50 PM    @Laura Hammond Horror Manga recomendations - Anything by Junji Ito, Highrise Invasion, Ibitsu, Dorohedoro

2:50 PM    Tess Gerritson is great

2:50 PM    I am a huge wuss, but love Neil Gaiman's works.

2:50 PM    Death in the Air is a very interesting non-fiction true crime book about a murderer during the great London fog.

2:50 PM    Crossover Zombie Apocalypse recovery John Ringo's Black Tide Rising series.

2:50 PM    True crime scares me more than monster stuff

2:50 PM    True Crime's rise has been a gift for me.

2:50 PM    I highly recommend Junji Ito if you don't like sleeping

2:50 PM    William W. Johnstone (to specify)

2:50 PM    American Predator - True Crime was crazy good.

2:50 PM    lol Hayley

2:50 PM    Dark Matter was REALLY good (by Blake Crouch)
2:50 PM  oh yeah, True Crime is not my thing.

2:50 PM  I did not like Blake Crouch. Too odd. My book discussion group was not a fan.

2:50 PM  Our library had a True Crime Mini Con last year- several speakers, suggested podcasts, docuseries, books, quizzes- very popular

2:51 PM  Blake Crouch is a great author too. Abandon is one of my favorites

2:51 PM  Val McDermid great too, though her later books become increasingly predictable.

2:51 PM  What do you recommend to patrons who never find anything scary enough?

2:51 PM  I'll be Gone in the Dark terrified me

2:51 PM  I'll Be Gone in the Dark is stellar.

2:51 PM  Great question Serina!

2:51 PM  The Day of Flaming Motorcycles is my favorite short story.

2:51 PM  Wooo cant wait for Zombieland

2:51 PM  So excited for Double Tap

2:52 PM  True Crime I recommend Blood and Ivy by Paul Collins

2:52 PM  Joe Lansdale is a good recommendation for crossover readers that love things with a Southern flare

2:52 PM  since we're mentioning Gaiman's works (largely for teens) would the "Beautiful Creatures" and "Mortal Instruments" series count as horror crossover?

2:52 PM  Doctor Sleep comes out not too long after Halloween.

2:52 PM  The Angelfall series by Susan Ee gave my one of the worst nightmares of my life! I highly recommend them!!!

2:52 PM  Just went halloween horror night this past week. Zombieland 2 was a scare zone

2:52 PM  Serina: that's the HARDEST and requires a long conversation with them to have ANY hope of finding something
I particularly love Holiday themed horror - especially books that blend Christmas and Horror. Any specific titles to recommend?

and Say Nothing by Patrick Keefe

Reccommend Bag of Bones by King. It CREEPED me out.

oct is halloween, but summer has ALWAYS felt more like the horror genre domain than autumn haha

Serina, I think part of the answer to that is gonna depend on what it is that they gravitate toward in terms of scares, you know?

Where would you put the TV show/books for Supernatural?

i only know of Nos4as that blends xmas and horror

Theodora Goss's series Athena club is la kind of intro to the classic horror characters, Frankenstein, Jekyll?Hyde but it's their duahgters who must find out why their fathers "created" them. Great sereis!

@Shawna definitely NOS4A2!

Yeah!

Say Nothing! I just recommended last night in my recent true crime reads

Yessss please :D

It depends on their fears.

Jack Ketchum

YES, splatterpunk!

The evening news - ha ha ha

very disturbing for sure

What is splatterpunk?

Splatterpunk! Nostalgia from adolescence!

I love all horror and I'm hard to scare but House of Leaves deeply disturbed me
2:53 PM  The Turning comes out 1/24/20  Modern take on Turn of the Screw. Finn Wolfhard from Stranger things is in it

2:53 PM  Brian Keene

2:53 PM  BETH THAT IS THE BEST NEWS

2:53 PM  I'm afraid to look! Haha. Is it more gore?

2:53 PM  lol

2:53 PM  Oh man, Burnt Tongues, an anthology of short stories devised under the guidance of Chuck Palahniuk... not necessarily horror but messed up

2:53 PM  splatterpunk is like insanely gory horror!

2:53 PM  Disturbing- more thriller- but anyone read Perfect Days by Raphael Montes

2:53 PM  i usually find the more realistic psychological thrillers the scariest because the feel like they could happen to me

2:53 PM  I have a great list for splatterpunk reads if anyone is interested! https://librarypoint.bibliocommons.com/list/share/530000967_crrl_megs/1368646397_crrl_picks_splatterpunk

2:53 PM  YES

2:53 PM  Yes!

2:53 PM  Scary Stories! <3

2:53 PM  RL Stine!!!

2:54 PM  Who is in the photo with Stephen King and the cat?

2:54 PM  that's great, thank you for that list!

2:54 PM  Thanks!

2:54 PM  Yes!

2:54 PM  My childhood!!!

2:54 PM  AAHHH!!! Scary Stories

2:54 PM  Oh man. OVE Scary Stories
those illustrations are why I am the way I am today \

Thanks for the splatterpunk list!

Yes, thank you!

Welcome!

I'm scared to watch the movie, though.

For the panelists: Favorite horror in audio?

Stonewords by Pam Conroy....i'm telling you, super creepy kids ghost story

eyep

the book was so precious to me as a kid.

I loved goosebumps as a kid lol

It's Clive Barker in the photo with King!

Do y'all remember the goosebumps knockoff books called Shivers? Those were A+.

John Dies at the End in audio was fantastic

Mary Downing Hahn is great for children's horror

I LOVED RL Stine when I was a kid.

scary stories is a good starting point to guage what kind of stories elicited a reaction to a patron and what they'd want to seek out - esp cause there's a variety of different types of tales in the trilogy

me too

Eerie Elementary series.. and The Haunted Library series (for kids)

Wait Till Helen Comes. asklfjdlksdjf

Mary Downing Hahn is great!


What guy in the photo with Stephen King? Ha! Get it?
2:55 PM  I loved when I graduated to Fear Street b/c ppl actually died in those (ha)

2:55 PM  RL stine was at our main library earlier this year. 4500 people showed up . Super nice guy !

2:55 PM  R.L. Stine's adult book was interesting...

2:55 PM  I always recommend Mary Downing Hahn's stuff for "scary books" for kids

2:55 PM  Red Rain I think it was

2:55 PM  That was me, too.

2:55 PM  Oh, the Doll in the Garden was my favorite as a kid

2:55 PM  Perfume by Patrick Suskind is possibly my favorite novel. horror elements for sure, but there's just something about that book. Very well written

2:55 PM  Chronicles of Nick for teens

2:55 PM  I read Stephen King at that age.

2:55 PM  The bailey School Kids serieis is great for younger kids. Maeks monsters funny. Mu son loved them in 3rd grade!

2:55 PM  I said their names already but Amy Lukavics and Dawn Kurtagich

2:55 PM  any teen who's read King by 12--Best of Richard Matheson.

2:55 PM  I was that kid too ha.

2:56 PM  City of Ghosts is a good middle grade book

2:56 PM  good YA horror

2:56 PM  Shauna! Yes yes yes yes. That book has the best last paragraph ever.

2:56 PM  I read a lot of Anne Rice as a teen, YA wasn't a thing yet...

2:56 PM  Teens want them to be scary!

2:56 PM  Lockwood and Co is more thriller than Horror, but a good scooby doo like series

2:56 PM  And The Darkdeep

2:56 PM  I had a woman checking out "IT" for her 9 year old. I was like...ummm...
2:56 PM  When I was a kid I read Audrey Rose and a teacher took it away from me. It might have been a little grown up but I like it.

2:56 PM  LOL. Anne Rice too.

2:56 PM  anyone planning any creative book displays?

2:56 PM  Erin: RIGHT!?

2:56 PM  Yes. Interview with the Vampire.

2:56 PM  Me, Skye!

2:56 PM  janice: i'll have kids come in and check out lots of full blown horror quite often

2:56 PM  The Past and Other Things that should Stay Buried was really good horr YA

2:56 PM  I read IT when I was 11. So.

2:56 PM  Oooh yes I am doing a display on Non-Fiction Books for the Morbidly Curious!

2:56 PM  Ooh, thanks Ashley!

2:56 PM  Slade House by David Mitchell is great audio.

2:56 PM  Small Spaces is another good kid title

2:56 PM  Jospeh Delaney's seires of the Last Apprentice is great on audio

2:56 PM  Keep an eye on the NoveList blog at https://www.ebscohost.com/novelist-the-latest

2:56 PM  the institute is the best!!!!!

2:56 PM  Yeah a kid told me he read IT and I was like...dude....there's a particularly inappropriate scene that has nothing to do with horror.

2:56 PM  MDH's newest book "Guest" is a changeling type story - very good!

2:56 PM  I started readin King and Rice when i was 10

2:56 PM  Patrick Ness - A Monster Calls is a FANTASTIC young adult scary book.

2:57 PM  I listen to V Wars on audio and it is narrated by many people and was really good!
2:57 PM  Sissy Spacek's narration of Carrie was excellent

2:57 PM  my parents just wanted me to read! LOL

2:57 PM  Shauna: so good. I haven't watched the movie and don't plan to, because it'll never measure up to the book.

2:57 PM  what are you doing? Im thinking of doing a scavenger hunt, hiding fake books in the stacks to go and find

2:57 PM  @Amber I just got a cope of Guest to read!

2:57 PM  All Neil Gaiman's audios are awesome. He reads most of his own stuff and has THE BEST story-telling voice.

2:57 PM  John Saul's Comes the Blind Fury was my first adult horror in middle school.

2:57 PM  just put the new King audiobook on hold

2:57 PM  A Monster Calls made me cry buckets

2:57 PM  yay! I hope you like it!

2:57 PM  Holly, that scene not being included in the movies is the greatest gift humanity has been given in 20 years.

2:57 PM  Thank you - I learned a lot in this webinar.

2:57 PM  Lore is amazing.

2:57 PM  The Black Tapes is AMAZING

2:57 PM  The Magnus Archives!

2:57 PM  Just listened to 'The wolf Road' by Beth Lewis. Amazing!

2:57 PM  Spooked from WNYC studios is terrific


2:57 PM  Amy Lukavics has been putting out some great YA horror

2:57 PM  please publish a horror podcast list

2:57 PM  for a good horror podcast, The Magnus Archives!
2:57 PM  Black tapes was so good!

2:57 PM  Just recieved it on audio today! Very excited!!

2:57 PM  Out to get you : 13 tales of weirdness and woe (2019) by Josh Allen is an excellent kid (middle grade +) short story collection. Creepy but not super scary for kids who enjoy milder horror

2:57 PM  Ghosts in the Burbs! Astonishing Legends!

2:57 PM  Ooh, i second Spooked, too.

2:57 PM  Hate Nightvale. need to do limetown and lore

2:57 PM  I think you all just muted yourself

2:57 PM  I am listening to a podcast called TANIS right now, very creepy conspiracy stuff

2:57 PM  TANIS is solid

2:57 PM  Learn more about LibraryReads: http://libraryreads.org/

2:57 PM  And Monsters Among Us!

2:57 PM  The Gormenghast novels are also fun on audio.

2:58 PM  I wanna listen to TANIS too

2:58 PM  I forgot Lore was on Netflix and not Amazon

2:58 PM  Sweet by Emmy Laybourne was so good for YA.

2:58 PM  Last Podcast on the Left is always fun

2:58 PM  Thank you!

2:58 PM  There is Pseudo-pod as well which shares short fiction from all sorts of people. Recordings can be uneven, depending on who is reading, but the selection of stories is amazing.

2:58 PM  Great stuff! Thanks NoveList and Gregg Winsor!


2:58 PM  Mia Farrow reads Rosemary's Baby on audio
2:58 PM  Thanks, all!

2:58 PM  This webinar was so great and the chat was excellent.

2:58 PM  Oh the horror! It's ending!!

2:58 PM  Campbell Scott's narration of The Shining is another favorite

2:58 PM  Thank you!

2:58 PM  Thank YOU panel!

2:58 PM  Lore is on Amazon, not Netflix

2:58 PM  is there a way to access the chat so I can see all the ideas there?

2:58 PM  best webinar, thanks so much!

2:58 PM  Thank you!

2:58 PM  Thanks so much!

2:58 PM  THANK YOU!!!!!!!!

2:58 PM  Great session! Thank you

2:58 PM  I have to go to the desk, but hopefully I'll catch the training part lat

2:58 PM  Thank you for all the good ideas that I will look into for our library (White Lake Community Library)

2:58 PM  Thanks, all

2:58 PM  Thanks!

2:58 PM  You guys rock!!

2:58 PM  thank you!

2:58 PM  Rick, are you still not able to hear the audio?

2:58 PM  Thanks!

2:58 PM  Great webinar! Thank you so much!

2:58 PM  later
2:58 PM    Thank you!

2:58 PM    Thank you!

2:58 PM    This webinar was fantastic. Thank you!

2:58 PM    thank you all

2:58 PM    ared of things that go bump in the night1

2:58 PM    thank you! this was great.

2:58 PM    Thank you! :)

2:58 PM    Thank you

2:58 PM    I hear now.

2:58 PM    Thank you !!!

2:58 PM    Great!

2:58 PM    Steven Weber was phenomenal in reading IT by Stephen King. Even with an array of 7 adults and 7 kids, you can always tell who is speaking.

2:58 PM    Thank you! This was amazing! I wrote down so many books!

2:58 PM    Thank you :) 

2:58 PM    thank you!!!

2:58 PM    Thank y'all so much!

2:58 PM    Thank you!

2:58 PM    Thanks for all the recommendations!

2:58 PM    thanks!~

2:58 PM    Awesome job, everyone!

2:58 PM    Great great webinar!

2:58 PM    Thank-you!

2:58 PM    Thank you!
2:58 PM Thanks a lot!

2:58 PM I ran out of paper. Thank you!

2:58 PM Thank you!

2:58 PM this was great, thank you!

2:59 PM Thank you

2:59 PM thank you!

2:59 PM How to find another Novelist Webinars?

2:59 PM Thank you!

2:59 PM Thanks

2:59 PM sThanks so much! This was fun!

2:59 PM This was such a great webinar!

2:59 PM Thank you all! This was wonderful!

2:59 PM Great recommendations

2:59 PM (I was busy requesting library holds on several titles mentioned in the webcast)

2:59 PM Publish and Perish: Three Tales of Tenure and Terror by James Hynes is a favorite. Thank you all!

2:59 PM Thanks!

2:59 PM Thank you!

2:59 PM 10/10 would webinar again!

2:59 PM Thank you for this webinar, I learned so much and looking forward to exploring new/old stories!

2:59 PM huge thanks

2:59 PM Thanks

2:59 PM Such an enjoyable webinar!
2:59 PM  The chat transcript will be made available.

2:59 PM  Excellent!

2:59 PM  Thank you!

2:59 PM  Make sure to download the slides and certificate for this presentation at: http://bit.ly/2matwI7

2:59 PM  Thanks, this was great!

2:59 PM  More like this please!

2:59 PM  Very interesting - I may have to read some horror!

2:59 PM  I wish I knew more horror fans irl. This chat has been great.

2:59 PM  Thank you.

2:59 PM  Any Lantix authors recs for hispanic heritage month?

2:59 PM  Same, Ashley.

2:59 PM  We need our own facebook group!

3:00 PM  WE DO.

3:00 PM  Could we start one?

3:00 PM  Yeah I'm the "weirdo" staff member who likes horror where iw ork

3:00 PM  I don't see why not.

3:00 PM  Thank you!

3:00 PM  I used ro read Dean Koontz in high school about 20 years ago but got away from horror. I may need to try again!

3:00 PM  Me too Holly lol

3:00 PM  Check out our tutorials on searching in NoveList by genre, appeal, themes and more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjhobLoaOYU&list=PLmB3ttN1AGPi6V3YdtJCGcXuflhC1tovoB

3:00 PM  @Holly, Same
3:00 PM @Holly Me too

3:00 PM Read Dean Koontz books about his dog. Cute afternoon reads.

3:00 PM SOMEONE START A GROUP!

3:00 PM How do we find it

3:00 PM lol

3:01 PM Just tell us what it's called

3:01 PM let's share goodreads info?

3:01 PM Yeah

3:01 PM So are we starting a club?

3:01 PM Yes! That was we can make a group after this.

3:01 PM lol

3:01 PM Yes we're starting a club, absolutely.

3:01 PM What are we sharing?

3:01 PM Goodreads name?

3:02 PM Just my name Lorene Peterson.

3:02 PM goodreads name and feel free to look me up on Facebook. I have two for work reasons, so either Kayla Martin-Gant or Kayla L. Martin-Gant. :D

3:02 PM We get the chat as a PDF anyway so that would work

3:02 PM Just search name on goodreads.

3:02 PM https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/35712750-kayla-martin-gant

3:02 PM We lost the audio

3:02 PM Just Hayley Coble on Goodreads

3:02 PM We could start a thread here: https://www.facebook.com/groups/ALAtinkTANK/

3:02 PM so we don't have to share anything more (internet safety!)
Casey Griffith on Good reads. my profile icon is My Patronus is Batman.

Try logging in and out of WebEx if you have lost audio.

Im under Ashley noneofyourbeezwax on goodreads.

And then logging back into WebEx.

Thats not a joke thats actually what I have as my last name on goodreads

https://www.goodreads.com/jendudley

So funny

Please call Webex Support at U.S. and Canada Toll-Free 1-866-569-3239; International Toll +1 916-636-9000

Juliann Adams on Goodreads

Share your thoughts on twitter using #NoveListConversations -- and maybe find more club members! :)

Good idea!

https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/12347878-holly-birkelien

I can't eat spaghetti anytmore thanks to Nick Cutter lol

I was just laughing at that...

Hahahaha

My icon is a shirt with flowers where the head would be

my goodreads is pretty slim, but https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/5532342-alaina

I literally have no horror on my list right now. I guess I better add some...

my novelist looks different than this?

For Fans of Gravity Falls NICE

@KC Draper, what library are you with?
Hello, it me

https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/33521010-shauna

I want that poster for my wall!!!

https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/56653590-juliann

Me too!!

Check it: https://www.ebscohost.com/novelist-the-latest

https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/10527876-lisa

mine is State Line Library in Mississippi

e-mail is Statelinlibrary@gmail.com

Thanks for this post-webinar webinar...

Okay okay I'll stqart a good reads again

https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/86728403-don

I do not see this

https://www.goodreads.com/user/show/39126612-ashley

This is so very helpful -- I already loved NoveList, but this will help with a particular project I'm working on now. Thank you!!

KC, which library are you with?

Jacksonville Public Library, but anything on social is all me.

Well I have to jet. The desk calls my name!

Thanks again for the webinar guys!

I have to run too. Thank you again!

Have questions about your NoveList subscription? Email us at novelist@ebsco.com.

Phoenixville Public Library here. Excellent information, thank you guys

A peel or appeal?
3:12 PM  Thanks for the mini tutorial to refresh my memory.

3:12 PM  my link is to NoveList k-8 plus

3:12 PM  I have that book at my desk, it's awesome.

3:12 PM  Appeal!

3:12 PM  Merrick Library checking in--this whole webinar and chat is amazing. Thank you.

3:13 PM  Is there a completion certificate available?

3:13 PM  I think there is, Benjamin

3:13 PM  You can find the slides and certificate for this presentation at: http://bit.ly/2matwl7

3:13 PM  Will have to add these tutorials to our staff training...

3:13 PM  Wish my library had this.

3:14 PM  Thanks!

3:14 PM  Thank you! This has been very helpful!